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Recently the application of signal and image processing techniques to polygonal
meshes has attracted much attention in graphics. In this paper, the interesting reverse
direction is considered; application of mesh processing techniques to images. We present
a multiresolution representation of an image, called a progressive image, which is based
on the progressive mesh representation. By applying mesh simplification to an image,
we obtain a continuous hierarchy of image features from large to small scales. Multiresolution detail representation and the concept of dual pieces play an important role in
performing feature processing with a progressive image. We demonstrate that a progressive image can be successfully applied to graphics problems concerning images, such as
high dynamic range compression and painterly rendering.
Keywords: Progressive image; progressive mesh; image simplification; image feature hierarchy; dual pieces.

1. Introduction
Images are widely used in various areas of computer graphics; image-based modeling and rendering, non-photorealistic rendering, texture synthesis and mapping,
and so on. In most of these areas, image features play an important role in effective
processing of given images to generate desired results. Multilevel image representations, such as Gaussian and Laplacian pyramids 6 , enable efficient image operations
by constructing a hierarchy of images with successive smoothing and downsampling. However, in the hierarchy, the features of the original image are blurred due
to smoothing, and operations on features at a coarse level should be refined by
tracking down to finer levels.
To preserve features in image smoothing, excellent techniques have been developed, such as anisotropic diffusion 30 and bilateral filtering 36 . These techniques can
be used to reduce the blurring of features in an image pyramid by downsampling
the feature-preserving smoothed images. Then, the features of a given image can be
detected or processed hierarchically from the coarse to fine levels of the pyramid.
However, due to the regular sampling, the coarse images in the pyramid inevitably
contain non-feature pixels as well as features. Although the information from the
coarser level is helpful, the intervening non-feature pixels may hinder efficient han1
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dling of features in an image.
More efficient feature processing can be made possible by allowing an irregular
structure in representing an image. With irregular sampling, we can accurately approximate an image by keeping only the features and interpolating the non-feature
parts from the features. With this approach, we can construct a multiresolution
representation of an image by successively reducing the number of features used in
the approximation. Then, the finer level features correspond to the image details
that cannot be covered by the coarser level features. With such a representation, we
can efficiently handle the features of an image by traversing the feature hierarchy
from coarse to fine levels.
A triangular mesh provides a nice structure to represent irregular features of
an image. We can represent the features as the vertices of a mesh, where the edges
represent the adjacency information between the features. Then, the non-feature
parts of the image can be linearly interpolated from the features by using the
triangles of the mesh. Moreover, a variety of tools are available for handling meshes,
such as mesh simplification, multiresolution mesh representation, and mesh signal
processing, which will be useful for hierarchical representation and processing of
image features.
In this paper, we present a multiresolution representation of an image, called a
progressive image, which is based on the progressive mesh representation proposed
by Hoppe 18 . We represent an image I as a triangular mesh M , where each vertex
ˆ we consider the pixels
of M corresponds to a feature point of I. Given an image I,
ˆ
ˆ
of I as the smallest features and convert I to a mesh M̂ . Then, by applying mesh
simplification to M̂ , we obtain a continuous hierarchy of the features in image
Iˆ from large to small scales. We represent the feature values in the hierarchy as
multiresolution details, starting from the base image I0 that contains the global
ˆ
features of I.
A progressive image provides a hierarchical decomposition of the features in an
image. Conceptually, a progressive image can be regarded as an irregular Laplacian pyramid in which only the features of an image are contained at coarser levels.
Hence, a progressive image can be applied to a variety of problems in image processing and computer graphics for which an image pyramid and/or feature-preserving
smoothing are useful. In addition to the feature hierarchy, the concept of dual pieces
22
plays an important role in processing image features with a progressive image.
The dual pieces of a progressive image provide a hierarchical partitioning of an image which reflects the image features. This property will be useful when an image
is processed segment by segment while preserving feature boundaries.
Recently, the application of signal and image processing techniques to polygonal
meshes has attracted much attention in computer graphics 14,33,23 . In this paper,
we consider the interesting reverse direction; the application of mesh processing
techniques to images. By proposing a progressive image, we show that mesh processing techniques can successfully handle graphics problems involving images. We
demonstrate the usefulness of a progressive image by applying it to high dynamic
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range compression and painterly rendering.
In Section 2, we review the related work. Section 3 presents the representation
and construction of a progressive image. Section 4 introduces the properties of a
progressive image, which will be used for the applications described in Section 5.
In Section 6, we explain efficient initial mesh construction. We conclude this paper
in Section 7 with discussion and future work.
2. Related Work
Burt and Adelson proposed Laplacian pyramid, which provides a useful structure for
multiresolution signal processing of an image 6 . Berman et al. presented a waveletbased representation of an image, with which they developed a multiresolution
painting and compositing system 5 . Although these multiresolution representations
are similar to a progressive image, they do not separate the features of an image
into a hierarchy.
Perona and Malik proposed anisotropic diffusion to preserve the features in image smoothing 30 . Tumblin and Turk extended anisotropic diffusion by using higher
derivatives of an image rather than the image gradient 37 . Tomasi and Manduchi
proposed bilateral filtering as an alternative to anisotropic diffusion 36 . Durand and
Dorsey presented a unified view based on robust statistics for anisotropic diffusion
and bilateral filtering 9 . Similar to anisotropic diffusion and bilateral filtering, a
progressive image preserves the features in simplifying an image. However, in addition to feature preservation, a progressive image constructs a hierarchy of features,
which will be useful for later processing.
Hoppe proposed a progressive mesh, which is the multiresolution representation
of an irregular mesh based on edge collapse and vertex split transformations 18 .
Guskov et al. presented a multiresolution signal processing framework based on
a progressive mesh, which enables the application of signal and image processing
operations to an irregular mesh 14 . The progressive image representation is similar
to the signal processing framework of Guskov et al.
Several approaches have been proposed to use a mesh for representing and processing an image. Adaptive mesh structures were used for nonuniform sampling and
reconstruction of images 35,34,21 . These techniques are similar to a progressive image
in that nonuniform sampling is used for an image. However, in the techniques, the
features of an image are used only to control the spatial sampling rates. Desbrun
et al. developed a geometric framework for denosing images 8 . In the framework,
an image is considered as a surface, as in the progressive image representation,
although irregular sampling is not involved in the processing. Levoy proposed a
polygon-assisted compression scheme for synthetic images 25 , where an image is
decomposed into polygonal data and the details, similar to a progressive image.
The scheme can be applied only to synthetic images for which we have polygonal
data, while the mesh structure is obtained by analyzing the given image in the
progressive image representation.
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Image representations using meshes were proposed in image compression community (e.g., 4,24,1,28 ), where the goal is to reduce the required space to store images. In contrast, the goal of this paper is to propose an image representation that
facilitates multiresolution feature processing of images for graphics applications.
3. Progressive Images
3.1. Representation
Let I be a grayscale image. We can consider I as a function, z = I(x, y), defined
on a 2D rectangle, where the pixels of I are the regular samples of the function.
The function I(x, y) can be visualized as a surface in the 3D space, called a height
field, by regarding the intensity z as the elevation from the xy-plane.
ˆ we first convert Iˆ to a triangular mesh M̂ in the 3D space.
Given an image I,
Each vertex of M̂ has a 3D position (x, y, z), where (x, y) is a sampling position
in Iˆ and z is the intensity at (x, y). We then simplify M̂ to the base mesh M0 by
performing a sequence of edge collapses (see Section 3.2 for details). The simplification process results in a mesh sequence, M0 , M1 , . . . , Mn = M̂ . For each mesh
Mi in the sequence, we can obtain the corresponding image Ii by Gouraud shading
Mi , where xy-coordinates of the vertices determine 2D triangles and z-coordinates
are used as the vertex intensities. Figure 1 shows an example. In the remainder of
this paper, we interchangeably use image Ii and mesh Mi .

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 1. Image simplification process: The top row shows the Gouraud-shaded images of simplified
meshes, and the bottom row shows the wireframe images of the meshes. (a) original image, #
faces 190,762 (b) # faces 19,632 (c) # faces 3,878 (d) # faces 953 (e) # faces 183

ˆ Ii+1 can be obtained by applying a
In the image sequence, I0 , I1 , . . . , In = I,
vertex split to Ii . Let vspliti be the vertex split that splits a vertex vsi in Ii into
two vertices vti and vui in Ii+1 . By vspliti , the intensities of Ii on the neighbor
triangles of vsi are refined in Ii+1 with the intensity information obtained from vti
and vui . In the original progressive mesh representation 18 , the 3D positions of vti
and vui are explicitly stored for vspliti .
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In this paper, to represent the intensity information of vti and vui , we follow
the approach of Laplacian pyramid 6 , which was also used for multiresolution mesh
signal processing 14 . For vti and vui in Ii+1 , we store the intensity details that
cannot be estimated from vsi and its 1-ring neighborhood in Ii . Let (xti , yti , zti ) be
the 3D position of vti . Among the coordinates, (xti , yti ) corresponds to the sampling
position of vti in Ii+1 and zti represents the intensity of vti . Rather than explicitly
storing the value of zti , we first obtain the predicted value zt0i from the intensities
of Ii and store the difference between zt0i and zti as the detail dti . The detail dui of
vui can be derived in the same way. That is,
dti = zti − zt0i and dui = zui − zu0 i .

(1)

The prediction scheme for obtaining zt0i and zu0 i is explained in Section 3.3.
With this detail encoding, an image Iˆ can be represented by a base image I0
and a sequence of details di = (dti , dui ) stored with vspliti transformations. We call
the representation a progressive image. Given a progressive image, we can gradually
recover the original image Iˆ by successively applying vspliti transformations to the
base image I0 . When vspliti is performed on Ii to generate Ii+1 , we first predict the
z values of vti and vui and then add the details dti and dui . With this reconstruction
scheme, processing at a coarse level of a progressive image has an effect on all finer
levels.
3.2. Image simplification
ˆ we first convert
To construct a progressive image from a given grayscale image I,
ˆ
ˆ
I into a 3D triangular mesh M̂ . For each pixel of I, we put a vertex of M̂ at
the pixel center and set the pixel intensity as the z-coordinate of the vertex. The
ˆ We first connect the
edges of M̂ are determined by the adjacency of pixels in I.
pairs of vertices corresponding to horizontally or vertically adjacent pixels. For the
resulting quadrangles, we create regular diagonal edges to make M̂ be triangular.
Although irregular diagonal edges can be made depending on the pixel values, the
image simplification results were almost the same in our experiments.
To simplify M̂ to the base mesh M0 , we apply a sequence of edge collapses to
M̂ . To simplify, we experimented with a variety of error metrics, such as quadric
error metrics 11 , quadric with attributes 12,20 , exact approximation error 19 , and
volume optimization 2,26 . For these metrics, we also experimented with half/fulledge collapse and memory/memoryless simplification. Among the combinations, we
chose the volume optimization 26 with full-edge collapse and memoryless simplification, which generated the best results in most of our experiments. Figure 2 shows
a comparison example for quadric error metrics 11 , exact approximation error 19 ,
and volume optimization 26 .
In image simplification, a simplified image Ii is an approximation of the original
image Iˆ with a smaller number of samples. A direct measure for the approximation
ˆ
error will be the maximum or squared sum of the deviations between Ii and I.
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volume optimization

# faces 103,082

quadric error metrics

exact approximation error
# faces 5,924
# faces 974
Fig. 2. Comparison of image simplification results with different metrics: the image size is 200×260.

The exact approximation error 19 measures the maximum deviation. However, to
accurately compute the error, we have to use the half-edge collapse, which usually
generates worse simplified shapes than full-edge collapse. The volume optimization
approach successfully measures the integral of the squared deviations between Ii and
ˆ although the measurement is not exact. Hence, the approach produces simplified
I,
ˆ
images Ii that accurately approximate the original image I.
As shown in Figure 1, the features of Iˆ are well preserved in the sequence
ˆ while the features are
{Ii }. A coarser level image contains large features of I,
refined in a finer level image, because removing a salient feature introduces a large
approximation error in simplification.
In addition, the volume optimization approach has a nice property for preserving
the features in image simplification. When we represent an image I as a mesh M , a
feature of I with a large image gradient corresponds to a steep triangle in M which
has a large area. This large triangle becomes the base triangle of a tetrahedron
when we compute the volume between the simplified and original images. Then,
the large triangle has a strong influence on optimizing the error volume and will be
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given a small change in its shape (see 26 for illustration). As a result, image features
are well preserved in the volume optimization approach, especially when sampling
of an image by mesh vertices is almost uniform.
3.3. Detail computation
When constructing a progressive image, to determine the detail di = (dti , dui ) for
vspliti , we have to compute the predicted values zt0i and zu0 i in Eq. (1). In their
multiresolution signal processing framework, Guskov et al. proposed an excellent
technique for the prediction, which is based on geometric smoothing of triangular
meshes 14 . However, although the technique based on half-edge collapse can be
extended for full-edge collapse used in this paper, several coefficients computed in
the simplification process should be stored to perform the geometric smoothing
later.
In this paper, the prediction is computed by simply projecting the vertices vti
and vui in Ii+1 onto the 1-ring neighborhood of the vertex vsi in Ii . That is, we
use the intensities of Ii at (xti , yti ) and (xui , yui ) as the predicted values zt0i and
zu0 i , respectively. This prediction can be rapidly computed if we store the faces in
the 1-ring neighborhood of vsi to which the vertices vti and vui belong. Although
a more complicated scheme can be designed for prediction, this simple scheme has
generated good results in our experiments.
4. Properties of a Progressive Image
In this section, we introduce the properties of a progressive image which are useful
for effective processing of image features.
4.1. Continuous feature detail hierarchy
The detail di = (dti , dui ) captured for vspliti in a progressive image can be considˆ The frequency
ered as a feature-sensitive frequency subband of the original image I.
information provided by di differs from that obtained by a normal frequency analysis such as Fourier transform, in that it is based on a hierarchical analysis of
features. Low (coarse) level details do not contain the information of small features
ˆ while the information of large features of Iˆ is separated from high (fine) level
of I,
details. Hence, the details di in a progressive image give a hierarchy of feature details from coarse to fine levels. We demonstrate the structure of the hierarchy with
the examples of feature-sensitive filtering for an image.
Let I0 be the base image and n details, d0 , d1 , . . . , dn−1 , be stored for a proˆ We can reconstruct Iˆ from I0 by
gressive image constructed from an image I.
successively adding the details di with prediction. Feature-sensitive low pass filtering of Iˆ can be achieved by using zero instead of the details di at the levels i > nl
in the reconstruction, where nl is a user-specified parameter. Note that the prediction for zt0i and zu0 i in Eq. (1) is still performed at the levels i > nl , although
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no details are added. Figure 3(a) shows an example, in which feature-sensitive low
pass filtering is applied to the image in Figure 1 with nl = 500. In the filtering,
the small features of Iˆ are smoothed out, while the global features still remain. To
enhance the image features, we can use the enlarged details instead of the original
di when we reconstruct Iˆ from I0 . Figure 3(b) shows an example, where the details
di are amplified six times for i > 30, 000. As a result, the smaller features of Iˆ are
enhanced, while the larger features remain the same.

(a) low pass filtering

(b) detail enhancement

Fig. 3. Feature detail hierarchy of a progressive image: feature-sensitive filtering examples

The result of feature-sensitive low pass filtering by a progressive image is similar
to anisotropic diffusion 30 of an image. Given an image, a feature hierarchy similar
to a progressive image can be obtained by constructing a Laplacian pyramid from
the result of anisotropic diffusion. However, a progressive image has benefits over
such a pyramid. The construction of a progressive image requires a fixed number of
steps, while anisotropic diffusion requires an iterative process for which the stopping condition is not clear. Also, a progressive image has a continuous hierarchy of
features from large to small scales, while the number of levels in an image pyramid is confined by the downsampling factor, which is usually two. The continuous
hierarchy provides a convenient structure for feature processing, because we can
independently handle one feature at each step.
4.2. Feature-sensitive partitioning hierarchy
The progressive image representation provides a nice structure for hierarchical partitioning of an image. The structure is provided by the property of dual pieces of the
vertices in a progressive mesh 22 . Let {Mi } be the mesh sequence of a progressive
mesh. For a mesh Mi , the dual pieces of the vertices in Mi partition the surface
of the original mesh M̂ . In the partitioning, the dual piece of a vertex v in Mi
contains the vertices of M̂ which are the descendants of v in the vertex hierarchy
of the progressive mesh. The dual pieces have a hierarchical partitioning property;
that is, a dual piece of Mi is partitioned into small dual pieces when Mi is refined
into a finer mesh. See 22 for more details.
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The concept of a dual piece can readily be applied to the image sequence {Ii }
of a progressive image. For an image Ii , a vertex v in Ii is the representative of
a set of pixels in the original image Iˆ which are merged into v by edge collapses.
Then, the dual piece of v corresponds to a region in Iˆ containing the pixels. Since
the pixels in Iˆ with similar intensities are collapsed at the early stages of image
simplification, the dual pieces of the vertices in Ii give a partition of Iˆ in terms of
intensity. Figure 4 shows image Ii with the mesh structure and its dual pieces on
ˆ
I.

(a) original

(b) simplified

(c) dual pieces

Fig. 4. Dual pieces in a progressive image

As shown in Figure 4(c), the feature boundaries in the original image Iˆ are
preserved when we partition Iˆ with dual pieces. We can clearly demonstrate the
feature-sensitive partitioning property by performing image segmentation with dual
pieces. Let Is be a simplified image in which small details of Iˆ have been removed.
Although the dual piece of each vertex in Is itself is a good candidate for a segment,
two adjacent dual pieces can be merged into one segment if the intensities of the
corresponding vertices are similar. Note that the intensity of a vertex v in Is is
the optimized approximation of the pixel values in the dual piece of v. We can
merge the dual pieces in a systemic way by adopting the greedy approach used for
face clustering 13,32 . Figure 5 shows an example of image segmentation, where each
segment corresponds to a homogeneous region in Iˆ with its boundary on features.
In a progressive image, when a vertex vsi in Ii is split into two vertices vti and
vui in Ii+1 , the dual piece of vsi in Ii is partitioned into the dual pieces of vti
and vui in Ii+1 22 . Hence, the dual pieces provide a hierarchical partitioning of a
ˆ In addition,
given image Iˆ when a progressive image has been constructed from I.
the partitioning preserves the feature boundaries, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.
This feature-sensitive partitioning hierarchy of an image will be useful for processing
image segments one by one from the coarse to fine levels.
5. Applications
In this section, we demonstrate that the properties of a progressive image introduced
in Section 4 are useful for effectively handling image features in graphics applica-
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Fig. 5. Feature-sensitive partitioning property of a progressive image: an image segmentation
example

tions. We apply the progressive image representation to resolve the problems of
high dynamic range compression and painterly rendering. The continuous feature
detail hierarchy of a progressive image is used for high dynamic range compression,
while the feature-sensitive partitioning hierarchy is for painterly rendering.
5.1. High dynamic range compression
Recently, high dynamic range (HDR) compression has attracted much attention
due to wide availability of HDR images 7,37,10,9,31 . The basic idea of most previous
techniques is to separate a given HDR image into a base image and details. Then,
the base image is scaled down and the details are added to recover the original local
contrasts. The feature hierarchy of a progressive image with multiresolution details
provides a good structure for HDR compression.
ˆ we first construct a progressive image from I.
ˆ Let I0 be
Given an HDR image I,
the base image and {(dti , dui )} be the sequence of details in the progressive image.
ˆ we
Then, to reduce the large contrasts while preserving the small contrasts in I,
transform the details dti and dui with a decreasing function h (see Figure 6);
µ
¶β
d
h(d) = s0 + (1 − s0 ) 1 −
.
(2)
dmax
In Eq. (2), dmax is the maximum value of the details dti and dui , and s0 and β are
user-controlled parameters. Parameter s0 specifies the scaling factor multiplied to
the intensity values of vertices in I0 . Parameter β determines the speed of degradation when the details are scaled down. The HDR compressed version of Iˆ can be
obtained by constructing an image from the transformed progressive image after
scaling down I0 and the details dti and dui with function h.
Figure 7 shows examples of HDR compression with different parameters. In
Figure 7, we can see that the global brightness is determined by s0 and the salience
of large contrasts are controlled by β. When generating the examples, as in the
previous work 37,10,9 , we converted the given HDR image into luminance values
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h(d )
0< β <1

β =1
β >1
s0

0

d
dmax

Fig. 6. Detail compression function h

and applied logarithm before constructing a progressive image. Figures 8 and 9
show other examples of HDR compression.

(a) s0 = 0.1, β = 0.1

(b) s0 = 0.1, β = 10

(c) s0 = 0.08, β = 0.1

(d) various exposures of the original HDR image

Fig. 7. High dynamic range compression with different parameters

The proposed approach for HDR compression worked well for all HDR images
used in our experiment. Since the features of a given HDR image are accurately
decomposed into a hierarchy, no halo artifacts are introduced to either large or
small contrasts. The parameters s0 and β in Eq. (2) allow intuitive control over
global brightness and salience of large contrasts.
Recently, several excellent techniques were proposed for HDR compression
37,10,9,31
. Our technique is similar to the previous ones 37,10 in that the hierarchical details are extracted from a given HDR image. In 37 , anisotropic diffusion
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Fig. 8. High dynamic range compression: memorial (s0 = 0.1, β = 10)

with higher derivatives of an image is used, which requires heavy computation. In
10
, the features at multiple scales are detected with a Gaussian pyramid and the
final image is constructed by solving a Poisson equation. Although our technique
is slower than the previous one 10 , it can detect the features more precisely with
a progressive image than with a Gaussian pyramid. In 9 , a given HDR image is
separated into the base and the detail scales using a bilateral filtering. The technique is very fast but it cannot provide a continuous hierarchy of details, which
can be controlled by an intuitive parameter β in our technique. In 31 , photographic
techniques are used to effectively perform HDR compression but halo artifacts are
not completely eliminated. In contrast, our technique eliminates the halo artifacts
in an HDR compressed image, as illustrated in Figures 7 through 9.
5.2. Painterly rendering
Painterly rendering is a non-photorealistic rendering technique, which renders an
image with a set of strokes 15,27,16 . The stroke set can be generated by hand 15
or regular sampling with perturbation 27 . The feature edges and gradient field
of the given image are used to clip and orient the strokes in the rendering. A
hierarchical approach to create strokes with multiple sizes was proposed, where the
rough appearance determined by large strokes is refined by small strokes 16 . The
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Fig. 9. High dynamic range compression: nave (s0 = 0.2, β = 0.5) and forest (s0 = 0.2, β = 0.5)

hierarchical partitioning property of a progressive image with dual pieces is well
suited for generating a stroke set for painterly rendering.
To obtain a stroke set for a given image I, we transform I to a grayscale image
Iˆ and construct a progressive image. We start by creating strokes for the vertices
of the base mesh I0 and generate additional strokes for the newly created vertices
vti and vui when vspliti is performed to recover Iˆ from I0 . To create a stroke for a
vertex v, we need to determine the shape, position, size, length, color, and direction
of the stroke. The stoke shape is predefined or given by the user, as in the previous
work 15,27 . The position, size, and length of the stroke are determined so that the
stroke is contained in the dual piece of vertex v. The stroke color is obtained from
the pixel color of the original color image I at the position of v. The direction of
ˆ
the stroke is determined by the image gradient field generated from I.
As described in Section 4.2, in a progressive image, the dual piece of a vertex in a
ˆ By considering
coarse level image Ii corresponds to a large homogeneous region in I.
the vertices from the base image I0 , we obtain multiple scale strokes from coarse
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to fine levels. To limit the size of a stroke, the user can specify the maximum and
minimum stroke sizes. If the size of the dual piece of a vertex v is not in the range
of the specified maximum and minimum, no stroke is generated for v.
ˆ
The dual piece boundary of a vertex v in Ii contains the feature edges of I.
Hence, when a stroke is created to be contained in a dual piece, it cannot cross
ˆ To approximate the dual piece of v, we use the region in Ii
a feature edge of I.
enclosed by the polyline connecting the centers of the neighbor triangles of v.
Figures 10 and 11 show examples of painterly rendering generated by the proposed technique. By using the dual pieces from the continuous hierarchy of a progressive image, we can obtain a wide variety of stroke sizes, while properly reflecting
the features of the given image.

(a) input image

(b) rendered image

Fig. 10. Painterly rendering: tulips

(a) input image

(b) rendered image

Fig. 11. Painterly rendering: bee

Our painterly rendering technique is similar to the previous approach 16 in
that multiple scales of strokes are generated from coarse to fine levels. However,
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the previous approach uses a Gaussian pyramid to derive the multiple scales and
strokes generated at the same level of the pyramid have almost the same size. In
contrast, in our technique, the sizes of strokes are determined by the dual pieces of
vertices in a progressive image and may have many different values.
5.3. Performance
Table 1 summarizes the statistics of the examples shown in this paper. The construction time for a progressive image completely depends on the image size. The
contents of an image has little influence on the construction time. In Table 1, the
processing time covers both the reconstruction from the base image I0 to the original image Iˆ and the additional processing necessary for the application. For HDR
compression, the necessary processing is the evaluation of the compression function
h for the details (dti , dui ). In the case of painterly rendering, more complicated
processing is required to determine the attributes of strokes created for the vertices
vti and vui in Ii+1 when the vertex vsi in Ii is split.
Application
HDR compression
Painterly rendering

Image (size)
memorial (432x652)
nave and forest (612x408)
tulips (640x428)
bee (565x500)

Progressive image
construction
37.9
33.0
40.6
43.1

s
s
s
s

Processing
15.3 s
13.5 s
9.3 s
13.5 s

Table 1. Performance statistics: The computation time is measured in seconds on a Pentium IV
3.2GHz PC with 2 GB memory.

To perform HDR compression or painterly rendering on a given image, the
construction of a progressive image is required only once. After the construction,
a variety of results can be obtained by applying the necessary processing to the
progressive image with different parameters. This is advantageous in an interactive environment where a user tries several times with different parameters until a
satisfactory result is obtained.
6. Simpler Initial Mesh Construction
In Section 3, for simplicity, we construct the original mesh M̂ from a given image
ˆ With this simple approach, the
Iˆ so that M̂ has a vertex for each pixel of I.
computation and memory overhead may be a limitation of the progressive image
representation when we handle a large image. This problem can be resolved by
constructing a simpler mesh for M̂ which contains vertices only for selected pixels
ˆ We can construct such mesh M̂ by adapting the real-time remeshing approach
in I.
proposed by Alliez et al. 3 , which selects pixels with a halftoning technique for gray
images 29 .
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In a similar way to 3 , we first define the control map which determines the
sample distribution. To obtain a simpler mesh that reconstructs the given image as
accurate as possible, we should sample more points on the regions where pixel values
vary more highly. For simplicity, we generate the control map from the magnitude
of image gradient. The value of the control map at a pixel is defined as the square
of the magnitude of image gradient at the pixel. Once the control map is given as
a grayscale image like Figure 12(b), we can obtain sample points on the image by
halftoning, transforming the grayscale image into a binary image. In Figure 12(c),
black points are sample points obtained from Figure 12(b) by halftoning. Finally, a
simpler initial mesh is constructed by computing the Delaunay triangulation of the
sample points, as shown in Figure 12(d). Figure 12(e) shows the reconstructed image
from the simpler mesh in Figure 12(d). The average difference of pixel intensities
between Figures 12(a) and 12(e) is 3.76 and the images look almost the same as
each other.

(b) control map

(c) halftoning

(d) simpler mesh

(e) reconstructed image

(a) original image

Fig. 12. Initial mesh construction

In the construction of a simpler initial mesh, we used the halftoning implementation available on the internet, and the other operations such as control map
generation and Delaunay triangulation were implemented in Matlab. The whole
process of simpler initial mesh construction takes less than 10 seconds and it can
be accelerated by implementing all components in C or C++.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of a simpler initial mesh by using it in painterly
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rendering described in Section 5.2. In painterly rendering, the difference between
the images reconstructed from complicated and simpler initial meshes are negligible
because very small details of the given image are ignored in stroke generation. The
result image in Figure 13(c) shows similar quality of painterly rendering to Figure
13(b). In Figure 13, we use the same parameters of brushes for rendering both
result images. In Table 2, we can see that the processing time with a simpler mesh
is much less than that with the complicated mesh containing one vertex for each
pixel.

(a) input image

(b) rendered image from the original mesh

(c) rendered image from a simpler mesh

Fig. 13. Comparison in painterly rendering
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Input mesh

# vertices

Progressive image
construction

Processing

Original mesh
Simpler mesh

262,144
87,196

41.6 s
12.2 s

16.9 s
8.1 s

Table 2. Performance comparison: The computation time is measured in seconds on a Pentium
IV 3.2GHz PC with 2 GB memory.

7. Discussion and Future Work
A progressive image can be used as an unified framework for feature processing
in graphics applications involving images. We demonstrated that HDR compression and painterly rendering can be performed by adding simple operations to
the multiresolution hierarchy of a progressive image. We expect that other nonphotorealistic rendering techniques, such as pen-and-ink rendering and image mosaic, can also be successfully handled.
In this paper, we assumed that the given image is gray-scale when a progressive
image is constructed. In most cases, a color image can easily be converted to a grayscale one without losing much details. If it is desirable to construct a progressive
image directly from a color image, then we can use a mesh simplification technique
12,20
which preserves the attributes (e.g., color, texture coordinates, and so on) in
addition to geometry. In that case, we can consider the gray values of pixels as
geometry and the colors as attributes.
Future work includes exploration of other possible applications of a progressive
image, such as image editing and warping, image-based rendering, image compression, image analogies 17 , texture synthesis, and motion image analysis. In particular,
we expect image analogies and motion image analysis with a progressive image to
be much exciting.
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